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Abstract: The 1.55 µm waveband integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers have excellent
merits such as their small volume, low cost, low power consumption, wide tuning range, narrow
linewidth, large side mode suppression ratio, and high output power. These merits have attracted
many applications for the lasers, such as in wavelength division multiplexing, passive optical
networks, mobile backhaul, and spectral sensing technology. In this paper, firstly, the basic structure
and principle of integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers are introduced, and then two main
integrated structures of 1.55 µm waveband external cavity tunable diode lasers are reviewed and
compared in detail, namely the hybrid integrated structure and monolithic integrated structure of
1.55 µm waveband integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers. Finally, the research progress in
1.55 µm waveband integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers in the last decade are summarised,
and the advantages and disadvantages of 1.55 µm waveband integrated external cavity tunable diode
lasers are analysed. The results show that, with the transformation of optical communication into
more complex modulation formats, it is necessary to integrate miniature 1.55 µm waveband external
cavity tunable diode lasers. Low-cost integrated 1.55 µm waveband external cavity tunable diode
lasers are expected to be used in the next generation of optical transceivers in small-factor modules.

Keywords: 1.55 µm; integrated external cavity; tunable; diode laser

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of optical communication technology, the spectral tuning
range and linewidth characteristics of semiconductor lasers have introduced higher require-
ments. Optimising the linewidth characteristics of the light source can improve the trans-
mission length and transmission capacity of the optical communication system; expanding
the spectral tuning characteristics of the light source can reduce the number of lasers in the
optical communication network, improve the flexibility of the communication network,
and contribute to the miniaturisation and integration of the communication system, thus
reducing the cost [1]. Integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers extend the effective
length of the resonant cavity by introducing external optical components, including Sagnac
ring mirrors, micro-ring resonators (MRRs), Mach–Zehndel interferometer (MZI), and
other components [2], thereby increasing the quality factor (Q) value and narrowing the
laser linewidth down to the kilohertz, or even sub-kilohertz range [3,4]. In addition, the
output wavelength of the laser can be changed by external optical components to achieve
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wavelength tuning over a wide range (tens or even hundreds of nanometers) [5]. Integrated
external cavity tunable diode lasers have excellent properties such as their small volume,
wide tunable range, narrow linewidth, high side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) [6,7], and
ease with which they can be coupled with fibre [8]. Therefore, they are widely used in
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), gas detection, sensor applications, etc.

The 1.55 µm waveband is the standard wavelength used in optical communication,
and the related lasers and integrating technologies have seen much development with the
rise of optical communication [9]. In the context of the upcoming 6G era, WDM channel
spacing is developing toward a narrower direction, which necessitates higher requirements
on the laser characteristics. The integrated external cavity tunable diode laser brings a
lower cost, low power consumption, and space savings in today’s optical data transmission
networks and sensor applications. Hybrid integration or monolithic integration using
heterogeneous processes assembles many devices or optical functions onto a single chip,
so all optical connections are on the chip without the need for external alignment and can
further improve output performances.

2. Structure and Principle of Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers
2.1. Structure of Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

The structure of integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers is shown in Figure 1. It
is divided into two major parts, namely, the inner cavity part for active gain and the outer
cavity part for passive feedback. The inner cavity generally contains the gain chip (GC),
which is used to provide optical gain. The outer cavity contains the spot size converter (SSC),
MRR, loop mirror (LM), Sagnac loop mirror (SLM), and other various optical components
used to optimise device performance [10], where R1 and R2 are the reflectance on both sides
of the inner cavity and R3 is the reflectance on the right side of the outer cavity, respectively.
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Figure 1. Basic structure of an integrated external cavity tunable diode laser. Note: gain chip (GC),
spot size converter (SSC), phase shifter (PS), micro-ring resonator (MRR), loop mirror (LM), Sagnac
loop mirror (SLM), Mach–Zehndel interferometer (MZI), asymmetry Mach–Zehndel interferometer
(A-MZI), and spiral grating (SG).

2.2. Principle of Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

The integrated external cavity tunable diode laser is mainly divided into two major
parts, namely, the GC and external resonant cavity. The GC is a semiconductor optical
amplifier (SOA) or reflective semiconductor optical amplifier (RSOA), and the external
resonant cavity is a planar optical waveguide, generally with GaAs, InP, Si, and other
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materials as the substrate, SiO2 and other materials as the cladding, and Si3N4 and other
materials as the waveguide [11]. There are structures such as the MRR, SLM, phase shifter
(PS), MZI, spiral grating (SG), etc., on the planar optical waveguide, and the tuning of
the laser output wavelength is realised by using the thermo-optical effect and Vernier
effect [12,13].

By way of integration, integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers can be mainly
classified into hybrid integration and monolithic integration.

3. Hybrid Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Laser
3.1. Structure of 1.55 µm Waveband Hybrid Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

The structure of a 1.55 µm waveband hybrid integrated external cavity tunable diode
laser is shown in Figure 2. It mainly refers to the design and fabrication of the laser by
mounting individual prefabricated and optimised components (such as MRR, MZI, filters,
etc.) on the substrate using bonding techniques (for example chip mounting, lead bonding,
flip-flop bonding) and then coupling the laser into the waveguide [14–16]. For GCs and
planar optical waveguides, mode matching is also achieved via SSC alignment coupling.
Although the technical requirements of each single component are different, in general, the
technology platform involved is relatively concentrated and the manufacturing process
is compatible, and passive or active alignment technology is usually used to couple the
devices [17].
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3.2. Advances in 1.55 µm Waveband Hybrid Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

Hybrid integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers also have tunable capability,
which greatly reduces the device size, resulting in a higher level of integration. The concept
of integrated photonic circuits was introduced by Stewart E. Miller at Bell Labs [18] in 1969.
It was not until 2004 that large-scale planar optical waveguides integrating both active and
passive devices emerged. Through continuous optimisation in materials, structures and
processes, the development of hybrid integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers has
also matured.

3.2.1. Advances in Wavelength Tunable Width

In 2009, Tao Chu et al. [19] reported a silicon-based hybrid integrated external cavity
tunable diode laser through dual MRR and SOA integration, which was the first external
cavity diode laser fabricated via silicon photonics with a tuning range of about 38 nm.

In 2011, M. Lewander et al. [20] proposed a method for rapid and highly sensitive
multi-species detection using a tunable modulated grating Y -branch (MG-Y) diode laser.
MG-Y diode lasers employ the Vernier effect, which allows them to be reliably controlled
to any wavelength within the tuning range (1529–1565 nm). Multi-species detection is
achieved by quickly sequentially scanning individual absorption lines of CH4, CO, C2H2,
and CO2 distributed over the tuning range of the diode laser. One-second measurements
resulted in a 1σ absorbance sensitivity ranging between 5 and 8 × 10−7 when sensing only
a single gas and 3 × 10−6 when detecting four gases employing fast sequential scanning
over a 30 nm range.
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In 2014, Youwen Fan et al. [21] reported a tunable external cavity diode laser, which
used an integrated InP-Glass hybrid. The laser used Si3N4/SiO2 glass as the waveguide
and attained a tunable range of 46.8 nm, which is important in dense wavelength division
multiplexing and phase referencing of optical beam-forming networks.

In 2015, Tomohiro Kita et al. [22] reported a hybrid integrated external cavity diode
laser using two MRRs and A-MZI. The laser achieved a continuous tunability of 99.2 nm,
which was sufficient to cover the C-waveband (1530–1565 nm) and L-waveband
(1565–1625 nm) and could improve the utilisation efficiency of WDM systems, and coupling
the silicon waveguide with SOA exhibited stable single-mode operating characteristics.

In 2018, Agnes Verdier et al. [23] reported a silicon-based ultra-wide-wavelength
external cavity tunable diode laser with a tuning range of more than 95 nm using ROSA,
SSC, MRR, MZI, and SLM.

In 2021, Guangju Zhang et al. [24] developed an imaging technique for reconstructing
tissue structure and flow by repetitive motion using a tunable semiconductor laser as a
swept-frequency light source for optical coherence tomography (OCT). A tunable semi-
conductor laser as a swept-frequency light source has the characteristics of good linearity,
high speed, and phase stability, which can optimise the structure of the swept-frequency
OCT system and also meet the needs of functional imaging. This technique is capable of
accurately imaging host tissues and blood flow at different time points of cyclic motion
(e.g., cardiac cycle).

In 2023, Wilson Tsong et al. [25] reported a compact photonic integrated circuit external
cavity diode laser. The laser consisted of an InP gain section and a Si3N4 tunable mirror
that can be continuously tuned at 139 nm.

3.2.2. Advances in Linewidth

In 2014, H. Debregeas et al. [26] reported a narrow linewidth tunable diode laser that
used a silicon ring resonant cavity, MZI, and RSOA. The tunable range was 35 nm and the
linewidth was as low as 2 kHz for applications in coherent transmission systems, optical
sensing, etc.

In 2016, Youwen Fan et al. [27] reported an InP-Si3N4 hybrid external cavity diode
laser. The laser could be tuned near the C-waveband and the tunable range was 43 nm,
with the linewidth less than 300 kHz.

In 2016, J.L. Zhao et al. [28] reported a low-loss, high-Q-factor micro-ring resonant
cavity using Si3N4/SiO2 as the waveguide, realising a wide-wavelength tunable InP/SiN
external cavity diode laser. The laser could be continuously tuned to 50 nm with a linewidth
of 65 kHz and had promising applications in coherent transmission systems.

In 2021, Yilin Xu et al. [29] reported an external cavity diode laser with a tuning range
of 50 nm and a linewidth of 105 kHz. The laser used 3D-printed photonic line bonding
to connect an InP-based RSOA to a silicon photonic external feedback circuit, avoiding
the high-precision alignment required for coupling and thus paving the way for efficient,
large-scale production of external cavity diode lasers.

In 2021, Yuyao Guo et al. [30] reported a widely tunable III-V/Si3N4 hybrid external
cavity diode laser using Si3N4 as the waveguide and combined with a vernier ring filter.
The laser could be continuously tuned to 58.5 nm with a linewidth as low as 2.5 kHz. The
excellent performance provided a potential avenue for the application of coherent lidar
systems.

In 2023, Pascal Maier et al. [31] reported an ultra-narrow-linewidth tunable external
cavity diode laser based on MZI and MRR using a Si3N4 waveguide combined with 3D-
printed structures to reduce the feedback and coupling losses of the device. The laser could
be continuously tuned to 90 nm with a linewidth as low as 979 Hz.

3.2.3. Advances in Linewidth and Wavelength Tunable Width

In 2017, Youwen Fan et al. [32] coupled InP and Si3N4 waveguides through a tapered
waveguide cross section with high efficiency, combined with three ultra-high Q MRRs to
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design a wide-tuned ultra-narrow linewidth external cavity diode laser. The laser has a
tuning range of 81 nm and a linewidth of 270 Hz.

In 2018, Hang Guan et al. [33] reported a III-V/Si hybrid external cavity diode laser.
The GC is edge-coupled to the silicon chip by SSC and hybridised into the silicon chip. The
whole coupling process required only passive alignment and was suitable for high-volume
industrial production. The laser could be continuously tuned to 60 nm with a linewidth as
low as 37 kHz.

In 2020, Albert Van Rees et al. [34] fabricated an ultra-narrow-linewidth external cavity
diode laser using a Bragg structure and a ring resonator. The laser increased the continuous
tuning range. It could be continuously tuned to 120 nm with the linewidth as low as 2.2
kHz.

In 2022, Paul A. Morton et al. [35] reported a hybrid external cavity diode laser using
hetero structural integration of III-V materials in combination with three MRRs. The laser
could be continuously tuned to 118 nm with a linewidth of less than 100 Hz. Its tuning
and linewidth characteristics provided potential solutions for ultra-wide-waveband WDM
transmission systems, fibre-optic sensing systems, and lidar system applications.

In 2022, Yuyao Guo et al. [36] used a tunable SLM for enhanced laser mode selection
and a Si3N4 platform to reduce the outer cavity loss, greatly increasing the tuning range
and narrowing the spectral linewidth. The laser can be continuously tuned to 172 nm with
a linewidth of less than 4 kHz.

In addition, in 2021, RuiLing Zhao et al. [37] reported a dual-gain integrated external
cavity diode laser. The integration of two gain channels in the same chip reduced the
assembly complexity by requiring only one step of edge coupling compared to lasers using
two separate GCs. The laser was continuously tunable to 44 nm with a linewidth of 6.6 kHz.
Compared with unity gain, the dual-gain laser can provide higher output power and
narrower linewidth, which has promising applications in optical communication, optical
detection, and ranging systems.

Table 1 shows the performance parameters of hybrid integrated external cavity tunable
diode lasers in the last decade. Hybrid integrated external cavity diode lasers greatly
reduce the size of the device and still have good tuning range and linewidth characteristics.
However, the process is more complex and the coupling efficiency still needs to be improved.
In addition, because the integrated type is thermally tuned, the thermal accumulation and
dissipation in the tuning process takes some time, which reduces the tuning speed of the
device. The potential problems of how to further simplify the integration process, improve
the coupling efficiency, and optimise the thermal accumulation and thermal dissipation
still need to be solved.

Table 1. Performance parameters of 1.55 µm waveband hybrid integrated external cavity tunable
diode lasers in the last decade.

Type Tuning
(nm)

Wavelength
Coverage

(nm)

Working
Waveband

Linewidth
(kHz) SMSR (dB) Current

(mA)
Power
(mW) Year

Hybrid 38 153X~156X C, L - >40 200 25 2010 [38]

Hybrid 35 154X~158X C, L 2 >60 200 3.1 2014 [26]

Hybrid 46.8 1531~1577.8 C, L 24 >50 90 5.7 2014 [21]

Hybrid 99.2 1527.9~1627.1 S, C, L, U - >29 300 35 2015 [22]

Hybrid 50 1530~1580 C, L 65 >45 500 16 2016 [28]

Hybrid 43 154X~158X C, L 300 >35 200 1.7 2016 [27]

Hybrid 81 1500~1581 S, C, L 0.29 - - 13 2017 [32]

Hybrid 95 1540~1635 C, L, U 550 >35 600 20 2018 [23]
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Table 1. Cont.

Type Tuning
(nm)

Wavelength
Coverage

(nm)

Working
Waveband

Linewidth
(kHz) SMSR (dB) Current

(mA)
Power
(mW) Year

Hybrid 60 1515~1575 S, C, L 37 55 180 11 2018 [33]

Hybrid 120 1480~1600 S, C, L 2.2 63 300 24 2020 [34]

Hybrid 58.5 1516.5~1575 S, C, L 2.5 >70 500 34 2021 [30]

Hybrid 50 1515~1565 S, C 105 >40 100 17.8 2021 [29]

Hybrid 44 1524~1568 S, C, L 6.6 >67 350 23.5 2021 [37]

Hybrid 118 1480~1598 S, C, L 0.1 >40 500 15 2022 [35]

Hybrid 172 1487~1659 S, C, L, U 4 >40 309 26.7 2022 [36]

Hybrid 90 1480~1570 S, C, L 0.979 >45 100 15.8 2023 [31]

Hybrid 139 1473~1612 S, C, L <5 - 350 60 2023 [25]

Note: X in the working wavelength indicates that no explicit value is given in the article. The not-bold wavebands
are the involved wavebands, and the bold wavebands are the fully coverable wavebands.

4. Monolithic Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Laser
4.1. Structure of 1.55 µm Waveband Monolithic Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

The structure of a 1.55 µm waveband monolithic integrated external cavity tunable
diode laser is shown in Figure 3. This mainly refers to the direct growth of III-V compound
semiconductor materials on a single epitaxial wafer and the simultaneous fabrication of
devices [38,39]. A single-material system, the same platform, multiple epitaxy, lithography,
etching, and other processes to produce all the functional units were used to achieve the
integration of each functional unit, making the process of manufacturing more difficult [40].
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For an integrated external cavity tunable diode laser, a common dual MRR structure is
used as an example, which is shown in Figure 3. The wavelength is λ, the speed of light in
vacuum is c, the free spectral range of the MRR is FSR, and the tuning wavelength ∆λ can
be expressed by Equation (1) as:

∆λ =
λ2

c

∣∣∣∣ FSR1 · FSR2

FSR1 − FSR2

∣∣∣∣ (1)

where FSR is expressed by Equation (2) as:

FSR =
λ2πrng

2
(2)

where r is expressed by Equation (3) as:

r =
mλ

2πneff
(3)
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where ng is expressed by Equation (4) as:

ng = neff − λ ·
dneff

dλ
(4)

In Equations (3) and (4), r is the radius of the MRR, m is an integer (characterizing the
resonance level), neff is the effective refractive index of the waveguide, and ng is the group
refractive index of the waveguide. In performing the wavelength tuning, the thermo-optical
effect is used, that is, the physical effect of the change in the optical properties of the material
with temperature. For monolithic integrated external cavity diode lasers, it mainly refers to
the effective refractive index of the waveguide. By changing the magnitude of the injected
current, the microheater is adjusted so that the temperature of the waveguide changes, thus
changing the effective refractive index of the waveguide. From Equations (1) and (2), it is
known that when the effective refractive index of the waveguide changes, the corresponding
FSR will also change, which in turn shifts the transmission spectrum of the MRR, and the
wavelength tuning is achieved by using the vernier effect. The tuning range is determined
by the difference in MRR diameters, and the smaller the difference, the wider the tuning
range, but the difference in transmittance between the main peak and the side peak may
be small, which can lead to multimode oscillation in some cases, to the detriment of
single-mode output, as shown in Figure 4 [41,42].
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Whether hybrid integrated or monolithic integrated, the purpose is to improve the
function of the device, improve the performance of the device, and reduce the size of the
device, thereby significantly reducing the cost of the device and improving the stability of
the device.

4.2. Advances in 1.55 µm Waveband Monolithic Integrated External Cavity Tunable Diode Lasers

In 2012, Y. Rao et al. [43] reported a novel monolithic tunable 1550 nm external cavity
diode laser. The laser uses a high-contrast grating as a tunable mirror and provides current
through plasmonic injection energy, thus enabling a wafer-scale, low-cost fabrication
process. However, the laser was continuously tunable to only 26.3 nm.

In 2012, R M Oldenbeuving et al. [44] reported a monolithically integrated diode laser
with a tunable external cavity reflector. The laser was continuously tuned to 44 nm and
could completely covered the C-waveband in the communication field. The tunable laser
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had an overall high loss and low output power, although the cavity was shorter compared
to other narrow cavity lasers.

In 2015, in order to obtain a wider tuning range and higher output power, Naoki
Kobayashi et al. [45] reported a wavelength-tunable laser with a silicon photonic hybrid
ring external cavity diode laser that used a passive alignment technique. The laser could be
continuously tuned to 65 nm with an output power of more than 100 mW.

In 2015, Sylwester Latkowski et al. [46] reported a novel monolithically integrated
tunable diode laser for application in single-line gas spectroscopy systems. It is tuned by
three intracavity MZIs with an optical linewidth of 363 kHz, an output power of 3 mW, and
a tuning range of 1475~1550 nm. The results show that a 0.89 GHz wide single absorption
line of acetylene (12C2H2) with 6 MHz (48 fm) steps has capabilities for accurate scanning
of the wavelength and applicability towards single-line gas spectroscopy.

In 2019, Stefanos Andreou et al. [47] reported a monolithic integrated InP-based
tunable ring-shaped external cavity diode laser. The laser achieved wavelength tuning
through a reverse bias voltage-controlled electro-optically tunable ring resonator, which
could be continuously tuned to 34 nm.

In 2021, Keith A. Mckinzie et al. [48] reported a monolithic InP-based photonic inte-
grated circuit and obtained an average power of up to 240 mW from the monolithic photonic
integrated circuit with an extended C-waveband linewidth of 30~50 kHz. To further narrow
the linewidth, Keith A. Mckinzie et al. narrowed the linewidth to 3 kHz with an average
output power of 37.9 mW using an array of interferometric combinatorial amplifiers in an
external cavity formed by feedback from silicon nitride microresonator chips. The team
demonstrated a new approach to high-power, narrow-linewidth light sources that can be
integrated with an on-chip single-mode waveguide platform for potential applications in
nonlinear integrated photonics.

In 2022, Qi Chen et al. [49] reported an InP-based widely tuned external cavity diode
laser. The V-cavity laser, modulator, SOA and passive devices were integrated on a single
epi-wafer using quantum well intermixing technology, which could be continuously tuned
to 52 nm.

In 2023, You-Zeng Hao et al. [50] reported a compact square/rhomboid rectangular
external cavity diode laser, which consisted of a deformed square echo wall mode micro-
cavity and a Fabry–Perot resonator. The echo wall mode microcavity was used the end
face of the Fabry–Perot cavity to select the mode. The wavelength tuning of 33 nm was
achieved by adjusting the injection current. In the tuning range, the laser had a linewidth
of less than 4 MHz and a 3 dB modulation waveband width greater than 14 GHz.

In 2023, Gaurav Jain et al. [51] reported an InP-based tunable annular outer cavity
diode laser that can be continuously tuned at 37 nm with a linewidth of less than 450 kHz.

In 2023, KuanKuan Wang et al. [52] reported an electro-optically tuned multi-channel
interference external cavity diode laser. The multichannel interferometer consisted of a
cascaded 1 × 2 multimode interferometer, eight arms of different lengths, and a multimode
interferometer reflector. Cascaded multimode interferometers evenly divide the laser, and
single-port multimode interferometer reflectors provide reflection at each waveguide end.
The eight arms interfere with each other, forming a reflection spectrum dominated by a
reflection peak on which the eight arms have the same phase. The laser mainly changes
the longitudinal mode by tuning the common-phase part, and the phase part of the tuned
seven arms is aligned with the reflection peak and can continuously tune 48.8 nm.

Table 2 shows the performance parameters of monolithic integrated external cavity
tunable diode lasers in the last decade. Monolithic integrated external cavity diode lasers
further increase the integration of the device. However, the tuning range, linewidth, and
other device characteristics still need to be improved. In addition, it is also necessary to
solve a series of problems caused by coupling, thermal effects, and material growth, so that
the device has a higher tuning range, output power, and lower linewidth characteristics.
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Table 2. Performance parameters of monolithic integrated 1.55 µm external cavity tunable diode
lasers in recent years.

Type Tuning
(nm)

Wavelength
Coverage

(nm)

Working
Waveband

Linewidth
(kHz) SMSR (dB) Current

(mA)
Power
(mW) Year

Monolithic 26.3 154X~156X C, L - - 20 1.5 2012 [43]

Monolithic 44 153X~157X C, L 25 50 87 1 2012 [44]

Monolithic 65 1510~1575 S, C, L <15 >45 650 160 2015 [45]

Monolithic 34 1522~1556 S, C 110 >50 200 1.8 2019 [48]

Monolithic 45 1513~1558 S, C 3 56 200 37.9 2021 [47]

Monolithic 52 1513~1565 S, C - >38 100 5.5 2022 [49]

Monolithic 33 1537.4~1570.4 C, L <4000 >40 60 21.8 2023 [50]

Monolithic 37 1536~1573 C, L <450 >45 - - 2023 [51]

Monolithic 48.8 152X~157X S, C, L <320 >40 170 20 2023 [52]

Note: X in the working wavelength indicates that no explicit value is given in the article. The not-bold wavebands
are the involved wavebands, and the bold wavebands are the fully coverable wavebands.

Figure 5 shows the tunable ranges of 1.55 µm waveband hybrid integrated and mono-
lithic integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers in recent years. The tuning range of
1.55 µm waveband hybrid integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers ranges from tens
to hundreds of nanometres, and with the development of technology and processes, the
tuning range will exceed 150 nm. Due to a late start and slightly slower development, the
tuning range of 1.55 µm waveband monolithic integrated external cavity tunable diode
lasers is generally lower, but it is considered to be the ultimate solution for silicon photonic
on-chip light sources and has great prospects for development. It is believed that in the
near future, the tuning range of monolithic integrated external cavity tunable diode lasers
can be further improved to the 100 nm level.
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5. Conclusions

The integration of III-V materials on Si substrates achieves hybrid integration while
improving the performance of individual devices due to lower losses and better lithography
techniques. Monolithic integration has been achieved on InP and Si substrates. Si substrate
integration has been a major research field in recent years, with the goal of reducing costs
and increasing production.

Table 3 shows the comparison of the characteristics of hybrid integrated and monolithic
integrated tunable external cavity diode lasers. The integrated external cavity tunable diode
laser has the advantages of compact structure, small size and fast tuning speed and has a
wide tuning range while realizing narrow linewidth. It is suitable for underwater optical
communication, WDM, spaceborne carbon dioxide detection lidar and other fields, and has
broad application prospects. However, it is still necessary to increase the coupling efficiency,
reduce the reflectivity of the coupling, simplify the integration technology, and dissipate
the heat accumulation so as to realise a wide-tuning-range or even ultra-wide-tuning-range,
narrow-line-width, high-power, and low-cost 1.55 µm waveband tunable diode laser.

Table 3. Comparison of different structures of 1.55 µm tunable external cavity diode lasers.

Type
Maximum

Tuning
Range

Narrowest
Linewidth

Maximum
Power

Maximum
SMSR Structure Volume Cost

Hybrid 172 nm 100 Hz 60 mW 70 dB Complex Small Lower

Monolithic 65 nm 3 kHz 160 mW 56 dB More
complex Smaller Low

Compared with monolithic integration, hybrid integration is more flexible in design;
more functional, stable, and accurate; and suitable for mass production [53]. However,
it has certain drawbacks, i.e., devices of different sizes or materials need to be aligned
with submicron precision to achieve effective coupling [54]. Therefore, it also needs to be
optimised in certain ways, for example, by using techniques such as photonic lead bonding.
Defects are avoided as much as possible, thus improving the coupling efficiency and
increasing the output power. The light of the lowest order mode, TM00, mode output from
the laser resonator cavity is usually taken as the ideal beam, which has a small divergence
angle, high brightness effectively coupled with the fibre, and can also be focused to a
smaller spot by a simple optical system, which is very beneficial for laser applications [55].
Currently, gradient-index (GRIN) fibres are promising in achieving TM00 beams, and GRIN
fibres play an important role in optical coupling systems [56]. In the future, researchers will
need to improve the beam combining technique to increase the fibre coupling efficiency and
hence the output power of the laser. In the process of shaping and combining laser beams,
not only do we need to focus on improving the beam quality, power, and brightness of the
output beam, but we also need to pursue efficient, simple, and compact optical components
to reduce the cost of the application and the size of the laser module.

Compared with hybrid integration, monolithic integration can effectively solve the
accuracy alignment problem arising from hybrid integration in coupling. However, due
to the high density of thread dislocations generated during heterogeneous epitaxy, direct
growth on the substrate will result in poor device performance and reliability of the laser,
requiring the introduction of a transition layer, i.e., a buffer layer [57], or its performance can
be optimised by changing the growth conditions so that it still has better performance in the
case of high-density thread dislocations. Although the monolithic integrated manufacturing
process is more complex and the light source performance needs to be improved, it can
maximise the integration of silicon photonic processes, reduce the linewidth, and improve
the integration to achieve large-scale photonic integration [58].

In summary, different structures have their own advantages and disadvantages; there-
fore, the right cavity type can be selected according to the actual application requirements.
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Not only that, more research on different cavity types is needed, especially for monolithic
integrated external cavities. In general, wider tuning range, higher tuning speed, and nar-
rower linewidth remain the mainstream direction for future research. With the continuous
development of coherent detection, optical sensing, multi-atom cooling, and dense WDM
systems, 1.55 µm waveband external cavity tunable diode lasers will be used in more fields
with their excellent performance.
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